
"The sun is baking and creating illusions in the forest where Nof is now chasing what he
thinks is a butterfly. The butterfly first landed on his nose when he was standing in the
midst of the tall trees that made up this forest. The butterfly looked like it had eyes that
were starring him right into his soul. It spoke to him and said "Catch me if you can".
Instinctively he followed after it"

You are chasing the multicoloured butterfly through the forest and you are amazed by its
agility in the air. It swishes between the trees and you have a feeling that you must
catch it. The butterfly if now flying towards a hill and you know that that will be tougher
for you but not for the air born butterfly.

Please make a Sensory Check(1d10) -- result: 4

You see no other choice but to run forward up the hill. You pass over the stones and
branches like a monkey swinging from tree to tree. As you climb the small hill you hear a
hollow sound that seems to come from under the ground. The butterfly is still ahead of
you and now you can also see that there is a stone structure at the top of the small hill.
The closer you get the more you think this is a well. Right before your eyes you can see
the butterfly taking a turn down in the well but you think there still is time for you to
catch it before it disappears.

I jump at it, trying to grab it.

Please make an Agility Check (1d10) -- result: 6

You throw yourself forward and grab in mid air one of the wooden poles that stick up
from the stone well, then swing yourself around it just to grab the butterfly in your palm.
You know it is a fragile creature and you don't want to crush it, you want to ask it why it
spoke to you.

Please make a Touch Check (1d10) -- result: 10

You splay your fingers gently around the butterfly so the fingers separate and forms a
cage. You can both see and feel the butterfly flapping its wings inside your hand cage.
The scenery of a clear blue sky, mossy soft and green ground, trees in bloom stretching
proudly to the sky, a lonely well made of stone and a roof made of wood you feel a
tremendous power as you have the ability to grasp death in the palm of your hand. But
you think that the butterfly is winking to you by flickering its eye lids. You didn't know
butterflies had eye lids.

I settle on the grass looking at the little fella... then try with a "Hi!?"

"Hi" it responds and you think it giggles, a tiny girlish giggle.

"What? Why do you talk? You are a butterfly???" I shake my head and search my mind...
am I dreaming, did I eat and drink enough? Am I halucinating??? "Answer me know, did
you just talk?"

"Yes" it replies and giggles the same way afterwards. "You are cute" it then says blinking
its eyes again

Shouting: "WHAT?"

"You're cute, is all" it then flaps its wings softly and it feels nice to your touch. "You
catched me after all. I didn't think you could do it. But you're cute"

"Well most people are afraid of me... aren´t you? I would crush you if I relaxed my



hand!"

"I'm not afraid of you, big boy and you would never have the heart to crush me. Would
you?" her voice is still sweet

"Hmm... don´t know. You are tempting me now. Well, what good what that do to me?
What are you anyway?"

"I am a butterfly of course. Have you never seen a butterfly before?"

"Well, Ive seen lots of rocks, and flickering halucinations when hungry enough. But
butterflyes don´t usually talk now do they?"

"No, I suppose you're right, I didn't think of that. But my time is up I need to continue
my journey. You could follow if you like."

You then hear a small Poff and in an instant the butterfly has disappeared from your
hand cage and she appears right in front of your face. She then kisses your nose and
says "You're cute" and disappears down the well in front of you.

I jump headfirst after her, trying to grab her.

Please make an Agility Check (1d10) -- result: 10

You jump straight into the well and when you think you have caught her she is not there
in your hand. But now you realise that you are in mid air inside the well and you cannot
see and end. Instinctively you twist your feet around the edge of the well and end up
hanging upside down inside the well. To your right inside the well you can see a ladder.

I swing over to the ladder grapping it with both hands, then letting go with my feet,
letting my body swing down and against the ladder (that I keep a firm hold on).

You can feel your coordinated body do the work for you and it all happens instictively,
not time to think and no time for failure. You feel safe and you feel empowered by the
physical realities of your body and surrounding. You look down and can only see
darkness.

Please make a Sensory Check (1d10) -- result: 4

You can hear human voices from down below and they sound harsh and threatening and
you can feel vibrations of stomping in the ground through the ladder.

I try to judge the distance.

You estimate the distance to be broken bones if you fall from where you are.

I climb swiftly and quietly down the latter, looking and listening for the people below,
ready to stop if Im close enough to hear or see them clearly.

Please make an Agility Check (1d10) -- result: 8

You climb down the ladder without making a sound and after some time you get to see a
dim light which you feel is definately from natural fire. You bend your body athetically
down and can see a small group of people standing in a circle surrounding what looks to
be a victim. The group of people are animated and you cannot hear many words, more
grunting and threatening. You feel like you have to act. You think it is a safe jumping
distance down to the ground from where you are.



I approach the group, trying to judge the force of the group in front of me. How many
and how well armed are they?

Still hanging on the the ladder you have climbed further down. You can now see that
there are four persons in black clothing, all of them holding small daggers in their hands,
kicking another person lying on the ground trying to protect him or herself to the best
ability.

I let my self drop drawing both my knifes, readying myself to throw one at the chest of
the first character to turn.

Please make a Reaction Check (1d10) (Agility and Instinct) -- result: 7

You drop to the ground soundlessly and know that you are taking them by surprise.

Since no one has turned I sneak up to the closest body and slip my wedged knife swiftly
across his throat, then jumping back in the shadows.

Please make an Attack Roll (2d6 + Combat) -- result: 5, 6

With a swift draw of your blade you soundlessly cut the persons throat and you can see
warm blood pouring down on the ground. The other three now turns around looking
completely surprised and utterly terrified. One of the persons to your right charges
against you with a dagger before you have time to retreat.

Please make a Defensive Roll (2d6 + Agility) -- result: 3, 4

He launches towards you and misses you because you dodge the attack both down and
side ways creating an opportunity for you to counter attack his miss.

Please make a Reaction Check (1d10) (Agility and Instinct) -- result: 1

You realise that you have no time to counter attack because before you get around to it
the second man launches his leg towards your chest.

Please make a Defensive Roll (2d6 + Agility) -- result: 1, 1

You do not manage to avoid the kick in your chest which is directly followed by a second
kick in your chest and you are on your way down to the ground.

You take 19 loss in hit points

Please make a Balance Check (1d10) -- result: 9

You manage to stand up and you need to react fast unless you will be assaulted by the
third person.

Please make a Reaction Check (1d10) (Agility and Instinct) -- result: 5

You take a step sideways and forward towards the third person and you can act before
him. He is standing with both his hands around his dagger.

I launch towards him ready to twist my body to avoid his blade on my way to wrapping
my arms around him and stabbing him in his lungs by hammering my knifeblade in
between his ribs on his back, right next to the spine.



Please make an Attack Roll (2d6 + Combat) -- result: 5, 4

Like a spear you penetrate the air before you and you manage to get your arms around
him and your dagger seems to penetrate his skin.

Please make a Damage Roll (1d6 + 5d8 + Strength) -- 6, 19

You wound him but you do not manage to punctuate his lungs instead he still stands up
and he now tries to knee you in your stomach.

Please make a Defensive Roll (2d6 + Agility) -- result: 9

You manage to jump up while still holding the knife in his back and you are able to sink
it in deeper.

Please make a Damage Roll (1d6 + 5d8 + Strength) -- 3, 25

And with that you hear the last breath of him and it is swallowed by death. The last
person standing makes a new kick at you and it is coming towards your face.

Please make a Defensive Roll (2d6 + Agility) -- result: 6, 2


